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Q Do you recall what time the hearing was? 

A No. I believe it was in the morning. 

Q And this is the morning of June 9th? 

A I think it was - according to what what's been reported in the papers, if 

the Trump Tower meeting was on June 9th, yes, it was the same day. And yeah, 

it was a sort of obligatory event for me. I was part of the litigation team and, you 

know, former Attorney General Mukasey was arguing for the Prevezon side, and 

so we were all there. 

Q And what conversations did you have, if any. with Ms. Veselnitskaya 

while you were attending this hearing? 

A Mrs. Veselnitskaya did not speak much English. And so my 

conversations with her, every time I met her, were pretty limited. And I don't 

remember having any conversation other than pleasantries. 

Q And following the hearing, where did you go after that? 

A I had one other event that I know of was I was trying to help the law 

firm find a PR firm to handle trial PRo And I met with WeberSchandwick I think. is 

the PR firm. These trips to New York sort of blur in my mind: I may have had 

another meeting with another PR firm as well. I just don't remember. But in any 

case, the only thing I remember,is one meeting with a PR firm at a hotel 

somewhere, and then it was my son's high school graduation. It was an event for 

my son's high school graduation, so I went to the train station and came home. 

Q On June 9th? 

A That's my recollection. 

Q So were you anywhere with Ms. Vese lnltskaya that day after the court 

hearing? 
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A Not that I recall. 

Q And do you recall the next time you saw her after the afternoon of 

June 9th? 

A It was a day or two later. I think it was -- I mean if June 9th was a 
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Friday, I probably -- maybe Saturday or Sunday, there was a social dinner that 

was organized by the partner for whom I had worked during my relationship with 

Baker Hostetler, Mark Cymrot, and it was at a restaurant called Barcelona , and 

there was a variety of people there. There were some people from joumalism 

and books, and my wife and I, and Ms. Veselnitskaya was there with Rinat 

Akhmetshin and a couple other people. 

Q And this is in -- where is this? 

A This is in Washington . 

Q Okay. So a couple days after the weekend of--

A It may have been a day after or two. I believe it was the same 

weekend. 

Q And did you have any conversations with Ms. Veselnitskaya, either 

directly or through an interpreter at this dinner? 

A Nothing· I specifically recall. I recall that they were at the other end of 

the table from me. But you know, we had drinks before, and I might have said 

something to her. I just -- it wouldn't stick in my mind. 

Q But it's your testimony that you didn't ta lk to her about the, what's 

become known as the Trump Tower meeting before it occurred? 

A Neither before nor after. 

Q And you didn't, in fact, find out about that meeting until 2017? 

A That's correct. That is my testimony. 
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Q Andremind me of the date of the first Steele memo. 

A Somewhere around June 20, 2016. Something like that. 

Q So by June 9th, this project that you were doing for - Mr. Steele had 

been engaged in your research on behalf of Perkins Coie? 

A I think so. But, I mean, I had been investigating Trump for like 

8 months. 

Q I mean, we have talked a lot about coincidences and interesting 

connections, but, I mean, it's quite something that you would have been 

investigating Trump for 8 months, and one of your colleagues from this other 

litigation who you were with shortly before and after the meeting had, in fact, met 

with Trump Jr. and other high ranking Trump associates on a related topic in the 

same time period . 

MR. LEVY: Is there a question? 

No. 

BY 

Q You mentioned briefings that you set up with Christopher Steele in 

September and October of 2016. In addition to kind of events that you did 

together, did you or anyone at Fusion independently discuss the dossier with 

journalists? Or the materials that became known as the dossier or are contained 

in the memorandum? 

A I understand the question . You know. it informed my discussions with 

reporters beginning, I think, in probably July. And I don't remember --I don't 

remember specifics from the early part other than at the Democratic Convention 

they had Just released -- WikiLeaks had released all the Debbie Wasserman 

Schultz material. And so it was plain from public evidence that there was a hack 
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attack afoot. And based on things that the FBI had reportedly told the ONe, 

which were in The Washington Post, that it was the Russians, and that they were 

weaponizing the hack. They were not engaged in surveillance, they were 

engaged in an active measure. And so the question of what the Russians were 

up to was on everyone's lips, especially the investigative reporters that I deal with . 

And so I definitely - it definitely informed my discussions with people. 

Q Consistent with your -- the custom and practices you described earlier, 

did you preclear these meeting engagements with your client? 

A I did n't say that. I am not sure what you are referring to in terms of 

my previous statements. I think I have been fairly careful to not get into what I did 

and didn't say to my client. But what I think what I said, what I can say generally 

is that if I am talking to the press about a piece of research I am doing, you know, I 

would want to be - I would want my client -- my client would be aware of that. 

But I am also a professional, and, so, I don't need to clear every reporter 

conversation I have beforehand, or even report it afterwards with a client. 

Q In addition to these press engagements both with Chris Steele and 

those that you did independently, did you, Mr. Steele, or anyone at Fusion brief 

any lawmakers or congressional staff regarding the dossier material or Steele's 

findings during this period? 

A I don't think so. No, I don't remember doing that. 

We will yield back to you guys. 

MR. SCHIFF: No more questions allhis time. I defer to Ms. Speier. 

MS. SPEIER: Thank you, Mr. Simpson, for being here, and for your 

attitude. I would like to kind of focus on some of the real estate. At one point I 

think earlier you referred to that mansion in Florida 8S 8 derelict estate. Is that the 
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word you used? 

MR. SIMPSON: I don't remember the exact words, but it had fallen into 

disrepair. 
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MS. SPEIER: So, it was purchased by Mr. Trump for $41 million and sold 

to Mr. Rybolovlev for $95 million. And since there had been few improvements 

made by then-developer Mr. Trump, what is your opinion, I guess, as to why that 

big hike in the sale price? 

MR. SIMPSON: Well, I originally dismissed this transaction as a runoff, .or 

not relevant, because of my imperfect and incomplete understanding of the whole 

timeline. And I had never heard of Dmitry Rybolovlev. So it seemed like an 

absurd acquisition. But the explanation for why he overspent was that he was 

hiding money from his wife. And the depiction of him as a sort of reckless big 

spender was pretty thoroughly developed in the press. 

So, I mean this guy was spending money like a drunken sailor on all kinds 

of things, and people were ripping him off in art deals. So that was my original 

take on this. Also, when we first heard about it, it didn't fit with my time line of 

when Trump seemed to have gotten deeply involved with the Russians. 

Later, as I understood more, I began to realize that it actually was in the 

sort of first trimester of the Trump-Russia relationship, in that it actually fit in pretty 

well with some of the early things that had happened. I also began to learn more 

about Dmitry Rybolovlev. And that changed my view. 

In particular, I didn't know in the early period that he was closely linked to 

Igor Sechin, and that, in fact, he was accused of essentially destroying an entire 

city environmentally with his potash mining operations, and was criminally 

accused, and managed to get out of it and walk out of Russia with billions of 
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dollars with the apparent assistance of Sechin and Sechin's people. And 

subsequently, received a report from a Russian emigre who is familiar with these 

events that that was -- there were political or corruption aspects to that. 

So, as my understanding of what I think has been happening developed, I 

began to think, again, about all of this, and I am now very suspicious that he was' 

deliberately overpaying. And, I mean, what we have seen over the last couple of 

years that, as sort of cynical and conspiracy minded as I am, I am still shocked by 

all kinds of things that have happened here, including the Trump Tower meeting . 

And what we have seen is that a number of oligarchs have left Russia in recent 

years who seem to still be doing the bidding of the Kremlin. And to some extent, 

they like to have an image as someone who is on the outs with the Kremlin, but 

when you look closely, they are not. And you know, when we looked at 

Rybolovlev's plane travel, you could see that he was going to Moscow all the time, 

and that all his legal problems went away, and that there was questions about 

whether he really did get ripped off in these art deals or whether he just said he 

got ripped off as a way of accounting for all the money that's missing . So I am 

now of the view that that transaction is suspicious. 

MS. SPEIER: And the additional $50-plus million that Donald Trump 

received was for what purpose? 

MR. SIMPSON: I don't know. I mean -- you mean the profit from that? 

MS. SPEIER: Right. 

MR. SIMPSON: Trump just claimed it was one of his great business deals. 

He just claimed he talked him into paying double, which was odd, because the 

market was going south at that point. 

MS. SPEIER: You indicated that beyond the dossier and the Christopher 
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Steele research, that you conducted your own research on Russia. And I think 

you have shared with us some of that. Is there other elements of your Russian 

research that would be helpful to us? 
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MR. SIMPSON: One of the things, you know, that we worked on, I just 

saw a story coming in here sort of about financial transfers from Russia through 

Russian, you know, diplomatic entities, and how that was something that, you 

know, there have been SARs on. And you know, we investigated - so there was 

in one of the early memos, might even have been the first one, said "Money is 

being distributed in the United States through the auspices of pension payments." 

And you know, they are basically getting the money into the country and handing it 

out using fake pension payments. And this is like one of those things that I ran 

down as a way of evaluating the credibility of the dossier or of this memo. And so 

the question is, Well, do the Russians hand out lots of money in the United States 

through pension payments? And the answer is they do. And it's actually kind of 

interesting. I mean there is a ton, or many thousands of Russian emigres 

who - you know, it was a communist country, so everyone worked for the 

government, so the government has liabilities, pension liabilities in the U.S. that 

are big. 

And furthermore, there has been investigations by the Social Security 

Administration about those payments and about whether some Russian emigres 

are getting Social Security from both countries. And those are just ordinary fraud 

investigations whether the recipients are engaged in a form of welfare fraud. But 

in the course of all that, it lays out some of the operation of how this money 

moves. And that all depleted to me a perfect way of moving money in the United 

States that was largely untraceable, and protected by diplomatic privileges. 
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So even in a sanctions environment, you can move this money in under 

color of pensions. So all of that was to me, and is, very interesting . And then we 

identified a woman in Florida, a lawyer whose name escapes me, who used to 

work for Gazprom, and seemed to have connections to Michael Cohen, who said 

she was a - had a legal, you know, some legal role with the Russian Embassy in 

Washington helping to distribute Russian pension payments. And, so, all that 

was interesting and curious, and I wish I had been able to follow up on it more. 

Other work that we did in the dossier that I think was really useful and is 

worth following up on, so we did a similar thing when we got the Carter Page 

information, which was, you know, gee, we will never -- I will never find a way to 

confirm whether he talked to Igor Sechin , but what was he doing in Moscow at this 

school meeting? And was he on the schedule in advance? Couldn't find much 

indication that this had been long announced in advance. Seemed to be hastily 

arranged. Who is behind this school? Who are the" oligarchs? That was 

interesting. There are some oligarchs that are involved in the school that show up 

in other aspects of this. 

And, you know, eventually after the election, because I was somewhat 

consumed with these matters, I began - I began, you know, I guess to back it up a 

little bit, when I left the Wall Street Journal, one of the reasons why I left the Wall 

Street Journal was because I wanted to write more stories about Russian 

influence in Washington, D.C., on both the Democrats and the Republicans. And 

I had written up a couple cases, the Curt Weldon case, some other cases, and I 

had talked to some sources, and everyone said the Russians are back, and they 

are buying influence in Washington left and right, and it's scary and crazy, and 

they are trying to bribe all these Congressmen. And so I wrote a bunch of stories 
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about it. And eventually the Journal lost interest in that subject. And I was 

frustrated. And with the change of ownership --
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Anyway, that was where I left my journalism career. So hadn't paid much 

attention to it. And now, all of a sudden, all these issues that were at the end of 

my journalism career came back, and I became somewhat consumed with them 

again, and I began reading court cases involving Russian espionage in the United 

States. 

I went over the Anna Chapman case, the case of the 10 iIIegals. And an 

interesting aspect of that case is that one of the people who was targeted was 

Hillary Clinton's -- one of her big donors was -- seemed to be the Russians' target 

in that case. And another aspect of the case was a guy who was trying to get a 

job at the New America Foundation. And it suggested that there was, you know, 

a pretty elaborate attempt by the Russians to infiltrate our softer target institutions. 

You know, instead of, you know, breaking into the CIA, you are breaking 

into, you know, places where, you know, an open society leaves open . 

So anyway, in the course of reading up on my espionage cases, I found a 

case involving a guy named Buryakov, Evgeny or Eugene, who worked for, I think, 

it was Sberbank and he was arrested as an illegal Russian intelligence agent. 

And then in the prosecution, they identified people that he was trying to recruit. 

And one of the guys fit the description of Carter Page. And so eventually, you 

know, a reporter asked Carter Page, Hey, is this you , and he said yes. And so, 

you know, I mean in terms of like things that have turned out to be accurate about 

the dossier, I mean like, okay, so this guy seems like a zero, but, in fact, you know, 

in espionage tradecraft, you know, you are not going to target, you know, 

someone with a good job and a stable family and a long work history, because 
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they are going to tell you to get lost. But you are going to target someone who is 

greedy, lonely, ambitious. And he fit the picture. 

And it turned out that he, in fact, had been a long-time target of Russian 
, 

intelligence and under investigation by U.S. counterintelligence. So, you know, 

that's a long way of saying I think there are other espionage and sanctions cases 

that shed light on the bigger operation. 

MS. SPEIER: All right. Let me move onto another property, the Soho 

property. What do you know about Tamir Sapir? 

MR. SIMPSON: I used to know a lot. I don't remember. I think he is of 

Central Asian background . I believe he is deceased now. And I believe he is - I 

guess there is some inter-marriage. I can't remember how it is. But I remember 

something about weddings and them being socially connected. That's about alii 

remember. I am sort of thinking back to one of the other questions that 

Congressman Schiff asked about, things to look at. And it's kind of an 

uncomfortable - I don't know really how to put it, but there is a lot of - Putin 

seems to be very interested in the Jewish Diaspora. And there seems to be, 

especially, the sort of Orthodox or ultra religiOUS or conservative, and there is a 

definitely something interesting to all that. Chabad, in particular, is a subject that 

is curious and interesting . 

And Putin essentially took over the Russian Jewish community and the 

leadership of the Russian Jewish community. And appears, for reasons I can't 

fully explain to be -- this appears to be a very interesting route for the Russians. 

And again, I think there are many routes for the Russians. They use trade 

groups, they use ethnic association groups, and at least -- and they use religious 

groups. 
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The Orthodox church is also an arm of the Russian State now. And when I 

used to do terrorism reporting, the Mossad guys used to tell me about how the 

Russians were laundering money through the Orthodox church in Israel, and that it 

was Intelligence operations. So-

MS. SPEIER: So the extent to which they are funding persons within lers 

say the Russian Orthodox church or funding the church, is the expectation then 

that those who are here in the United States, members of the Russian Orthodox 

church are doing something on behalf of Russia? 

MR. SIMPSON: Well, I think - I mean the thing that I have looked at is 

more in Europe, but It's using the Orthodox church as a cover to move money and 

for operational cover reasons, to give people, agents jobs. A lot of the senior 

people in the church are eX-KGB, or maybe still KGB. And so -

MS. SPEIER: And very religious, I guess. 

MR. SIMPSON: These are actually quite well documented. The other 

thing is the history of Russian espionage, a lot of the stuff they have been doing 

lately is really out of the old playbook. So from my background , as I don't have 

sort of any great investigative powers, so I read a lot. And a lot of what you read 

in the history of Soviet espionage is what you have been seeing lately. In any 

case, oh, and the classic one of course is Kompromat. So, you know, that 

obviously is something that harkens back. 

Q How about Mr. Mashkevich? 

One minute, ma'am. 

MR. SIMPSON: He is interesting. He is another Central Asian organized 

crime figure who is exlremely well known 10 inlernalionallaw enforcement, 

involved in a lot of money laundering activities, a lot of kleptocracy, comes out of 
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the mining industry, and is big in Kazakhstan, a member of the trio, as they are 

called. And I believe that Moskovich (ph) also has connections to the Sapirs and 

the Arifs. 

MS. SPEIER: He was one of the financial backers evidently of Bayrock. 

MR. SIMPSON: Yes, that's right. 

MS. SPEIER: And somehow, then associated with Trump Soho, or not? 

MR. SIMPSON: Yes, absolutely. I think that that whole thing is -- there is 

a lot left there. I don't know if you have ever asked Ivanka Trump what she was 

doing in Kazakhstan, but she was there. So was Don Jr., I believe. She talks 

about it in her book. She doesn't say what she was doing there, you but she says 

she was there. I think she mentions eating a cow stomach. 

We are at time, ma'am. 

Q So Mr. Simpson, I just handed you a New York Times article entitled 

Talking Points Brought to Trump Tower Meeting Were Shared With Kremlin from 

The New York Times. Do you recall reading or otherwise being familiar with this 

article? 

A So I read the article at the time. I didn't realize that this was 

appended to the article . Is this from the article? 

Q So in addition to the article, I have handed you a two-page memo that 

according to the article was a document provided by the office of Mr. Chaika, the 

Russian prosecutor, to an American Congressman in approximately April of 2016, 

paragraphs of which were also incorporated in the talking points that Ms. 

Veselnitskaya brought to the Trump Tower meeting. 

And particularly, with respect to this memo, if you have a chance to look it 
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over, does it reflect or incorporate research that Fusion did? Does that two-page 

memo reflect or incorporate research that Fusion did in the Prevezon litigation? 

A I don't know for sure. Actually, someone sent me a memo that I think 

was in Russian, and it wasn't this one. Yeah, like last week. Sorry. It was 

linked to a news article. RighI. So, I have not studied this closely. And I 

certainly had no role in putting this together. And I didn't -- wasn't at the meeting, 

and I wasn't aware of what transpired at the meeting, including what was 

discussed. 

Q So let's sort of take a -- I understand that's your testimony. So take it 

one at a time. Have you seen this -- do you recall seeing this memo before? 

A I actually don'1. Someone sent me one that was different, but - so 

there was an article in Foreign Policy recently where they said we've got the 

memo. And I remember looking at it, and I don't remember it being this one. 

And I did read this article. I am familiar with some of the information in here. 

Q Is it the same - well, I believe you have already testified that your 

research connected to the Prevezon case involved Mr. Browder. Did it also 

involve researching the Ziff Brothers? 

A Yes. 

Q And did you share information in that connection with Ms. 

Veselnitskaya? 

A Well, I would write memoranda for Baker Hofstetler. And yeah, I think 

I -- it ultimately -- ultimately would go to Ms. Veselnitskaya, in the litigation. 

Q Were you aware that she was sharing information on these topics with 

the Russian prosecutor general's office? 

A I don't know. I can tell you what I - what happened, which was that 
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as Mr. Browder became a more central figure in the Prevezon litigation , and the 

question of whether he was, in fact, evading his taxes in Russia became an issue, 

we began to try to understand the Hermitage Fund and how it worked, and 

whether it paid taxes and who its clients were and its structure. So I conducted 

some research on these dozens of shell companies that were associated with the 

Hermitage Fund based in Cyprus. 

Q Was one of those Giggs Enterprises Limited? 

A I think so. 

Q Zhoda Limited? 

A Yep. 

Q Peninsular Heights Limited? 

A I think so. 

Q And so once you conducted that research, it made its way, you 

understood, to Ms. Veselnitskaya. Did you understand at the time that it was 

potentially making its way from her to the upper ranks of the Kremlin? 

A No. 

Q But it is fair to say, however, that the negative viewpoints expressed in 

this memo regarding Mr. Browder and Mr. Magnitsky are consistent with the 

Kremlin's own viewpoints on these matters? 

A They are consistent with the Kremlin's. They are not consistent with 

mine. Obviously, the Kremlin has very strong feelings on these things. I do not. 

I obviously think that Sergey Magnitsky was killed in prison by neglect, if not 

worse. And I think that William Browder's position that he holds now on Vladimir 

Putin is very similar to mine. And so -

Q Have you shared that opinion with Ms. Veselnitskaya? 
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A That's a funny question. But I don't -- actually, my. wife has shared 

those opinions with Ms. Veselnitskaya. I can't remember whether I said those 

things. In any event, I do remember doing this research. I thought it was good 

research. It was research for the lawsuit. I didn't think it was important research. 

I thought it was well done. We were able to figure out from a pretty big paper 

chase who the clients ofthis hedge fund were. And in fact, they potentially do 

have tax liability in Russia if the Hermitage Fund was cheating on their taxes in 

Russia. So that was the point of the research. 

a But does it disturb or trouble you at all that this research was 

incorporated, used somehow, found its way in part to what you described earlier 

as a part of a Russian Government-directed operation? 

A I prepared this research in connection with an American lawsuit for an 

American law firm. 

a I understand. 

A It all happens to be accurate. And so, you know, if someone used 

this research that they, you know, commissioned through a law firm for a 

legitimate legal purpose, took it and repurposed it in some other way, I can't say as 

I am upset by that. I mean, I must say in my business, right, I am in the 

information business, so when people commission research from you, it becomes 

their property when you are finished with the research, when you give it to them. 

So if they decide to go and use it for something else, I mean, that's just beyond my 

control. So I will add that, you know, as someone who is not a fan of Vladimir 

Putin, I don't take any great - I certainly am not happy to do anything that anyone 

would think was helping V ladimIr Putin . And to the extent that this has subjected 

me to an unfair accusation that I was engaged in some kind of Kremlin operation, I 
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find that very reg retta ble. 

Q You mentioned, I believe earlier, that in addition to Ms. Veselnitskaya, 

Mr. Akhmetshin was also at the dinner a couple days after this meeting? 

A That's my recollection. 
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Q And had you met Mr. Akhmetshin before? 

A I have known Mr. Akhmetshin since I was a reporter at the Wall Street 

Journal. 

Q And other than this dinner, have you, Mr. Akhmetshin, and Ms. 

Veselnitskaya ever had any meetings together? 

A I don't know whether the three of us have met together specifically. 

think there have been other meetings or maybe lunches or something 

that - where we have all been present. At the time of the most of this case, she 

was just a lawyer from Russia. So I don't have a very clear memory of all the 

meetings and lunches and things. 

Q Did you understand her to be acting on betJalf of the Russian 

Govemment or to have had a past relationship with the Russian Government? 

A I certainly didn't understand her to be acting on behalf of the Russian 

Government. And It was my impression that she was not a heavy hitter in 

Moscow or with the Kremlin. She seemed to be ambitious, but she didn't seem to 

be, you know, carrying the Kremlin stripes. I just remember she was introduced 

to me as someone who had previously been a government lawyer, and described 

to me by the Baker lawyers as actually a very good lawyer who seemed to really 

have a strong command of facts . And in my dealings with her, that turned out to 

be true. I mean she was able to produce a lot of records on these criminal cases 

that we were interested in. 

Q Did Mr. Akhmetshin work with you on the Prevezon litigation? 

A I mean we both worked on the same case, and I had occasion to deal 
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with him. But he was brought in at a much later date. For most of the case it 

was just litigation, and he had no role. 

a Have you worked with him on other matlers? 

A I don't -- I mean we have never done business together. 

a So you have never paid him or--

A Not that I can think of. 

a Who besides yourself -- who at Fusion besides yourself worked on 

both the Prevezon project for Baker Hofstetler and the dossier research for 

Perkins Coie? 
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A I mean I am not sure anyone fits that precise description. It is a small 

company, so there may have been some people who had some kind of tangential 

connection to both matters. I just want to add that we have had a lot of 

harassment and security concerns, particularly very lately. 

And so if you want to - I am not sure how to navigate this. I will try to 

answer your questions, but I am also a little concerned about some of my staff are 

younger. Some of them have young children. So I am a little uncomfortable 

getting into too rnuch of that kind of thing . 

a Okay. Were there individuals besides yourself who either worked for 

Fusion or on behalf of Fusion worked on both the Prevezon project and the 

research for Perkins Coie? 

A I mean there is one in particular who did some work on both cases as 

a subcontractor. I actually think within my staff there is not much overlap. We 

have a long-standing relationship with a subcontractor named Ed Baumgartner 

who has a degree in Russian from Vassar, I think. And I don't know if you would 

call him a linguist, he is not a translator, but he works for us on Russian things 
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involving the Russian language. 

So I don't read or speak Russian. So we retained Ed to -- originally in the 

Prevezon case to do some interviews in Moscow, I think, and retrieve some 

records from Russia. And other Russian language-related tasks as part of the 

litigation and discovery process. 

Q So Mr. Baumgartner went to Russia on your behalf in the Prevezon 

matter? 

A With the lawyers, yes. 

Q And he worked on the Perkins Coie matter as well? 

A Eventually. So by the spring of 2016 the Prevezon thing was on hold, 

and basically focused on this appellate hearing, which didn't involve a lot of Russia 

stuff. And then it basically everything got stayed until the decision was -- anyway, 

in any event, I don't recall Edward working on - I recall him working on Prevezon 

and not on the other matter. There came a time when the Prevezon matter was 

less active and we had a need for more work on the other matter. .And I 

specifically remember assigning him to do work in the summer or fall of 2016 on 

Michael Cohen's business connections to Russia and Ukraine and his 

father-in-Iaw's background in Russia. And so he worked on both.. And I think 

Edward might have also worked on some Manafort stuff, although I am less clear 

on that. 

Q Did he travel to Russia on your or Fusion's behalf in connection with 

the Trump research? 

A Did he travel -- no. Not that I know of. 

MR. SCHIFF: Ms. Speier? 

MS. SPEIER: There has been many reports on the Bank of Cyprus and 
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the use by Russian oligarchs of that bank to launder money through it and the role 

Wilbur Ross played in that. Do you have any information on that? 

MR. SIMPSON: Not really. I mean Rybolovlev was also, you know, a 

figure at the Bank of Cyprus. And some Paul Manafort shell company accounts 

wound up I think at the Bank of Cyprus. So there is definitely some overlap. But 

I couldn't tell you whether - I don't have an opinion on whether ij's significant. 

MS. SPEIER: Okay. There was a report that - you referenced earlier 

about how Donald Trump worked with the Italian Mafia in the 90s I think, and then 

in the 2000s it appears he was working with the Russian Mafia. That was what 

you testified to earlier today. 

MR. SIMPSON: That's correct. 

MS. SPEIER: At Trump Tower in New York City, the New York Police 

arrested 29 suspects who were allegedly running gambling rings and money 

laundering out of two condos, one of which occupied an entire floor in Trump 

Tower. One of the bosses that I think you mentioned earlier, Tokhtakhovno was the 

only target that slipped away, and then was seen later with Donald Trump in a VIP 

section of the Miss Universe Pageant in Moscow. Do you know anything 

more about that Mafia organization operating out of Trump Tower? 

MR. SIMPSON: I mean I am trying to summon it from my memory. We 

spent a lot of time looking at this. I mean there was another guy - I don't 

remember anything that I think is notable that would be useful for you . 

MS. SPEIER: The investment in the Trump International Hotel and Tower in 

Toronto. It appears that Mr. Trump's original partner was Leib Waldman, who was a 

fugitive who fled to Toronto from the United States after pleading guilty to 

bankruptcy fraud and embezzlement in 1995. The Ritz Carlton, which had 
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